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of Mendel's laws of heredity by the plant biologists K.
Correns, H. de Vries, and E. von Tschermak. In the words
of Ledyard Stebbins (1994), ªInheritance was recognized
Chris Somerville
Carnegie Institution of Washington
260 Panama Street
Stanford, California 94305 as particulate and open to precise quantitative investi-
gations.º That plant rather than animal scientists made
this contribution was no accident. As some plant spe-
cies, like the garden pea, can be self-fertilized withoutIntroduction
losing vigor and thus come to be homozygous at mostAt the turn of the nineteenth century, it was relatively
gene loci, precise ratios can be demonstrated in themeasy for a curious layperson to phrase a question about
much more easily than in any of the animals that werethe mechanisms underlying the growth and develop-
available to scientists before Drosophila was recog-ment of plants, for which there was no scientific explana-
nized. Hence, the concepts of genotype and phenotypetion or for which the theory of the time subsequently
were first presented by a plant scientist, W. Johannesen.proved incorrect. Many of the basic physical principles,
Because of the economic importance of maize, andsuch as the role of water potential in plant growth, were
the ease with which crosses could be performed, maizeconceptually well developed (Kramer, 1974; Zimmer-
has long been a favored organism for genetics. By themann, 1974). However, opinion was divided as to
early 1930s, geneticists had mapped more than 100whether plants were dependent for growth on the uptake
mutations onto the ten linkage groups of maize (Emer-of organic nutrients from soil. The mechanisms of photo-
son, 1932), and Barbara McClintock had establishedsynthesis were not known, the mechanism of heredity
the relationships between chromosome structure andwas mysterious, the concept of a virus had not yet been
genetic linkage. Aside from the work of Emerson,defined, and nothing was known about bioenergetics.
McClintock, and other maize geneticists, which wasIndeed, a discussion topic of the era was the issue of
clearly focused on understanding the mechanics of he-what distinguished living matter from nonliving matter.
redity, in retrospect it seems that many plant biologistsOur progress in these and related matters can be
became sidetracked by visualizing chromosomes ratherglimpsed by reading Osterhout's influential 1922 book
than trying to understand the structure and function ofentitled ªThe Nature of Life.º
genes. The enthusiasm of plant biologists for countingIn this brief overview of progress in plant biology dur-
chromosomes can be glimpsed by noting that the 1956ing the period from 1900 to the present and beyond, I
edition of the chromosome atlas by C. D. Darlington andattempt to summarize some of the key discoveries that
A. P. Wylie summarized more than 50,000 cytologicaladdress the mechanisms underlying plant growth and
studies of more than 20,000 species.development. The specific topics were chosen to high-
McClintock also made one of the most precociouslight germinal discoveries that address unique aspects
discoveries in twentieth century biology, the discoveryof plant biologyÐphotosynthesis, pathology, photomor-
of transposable elements. Her Nobel prize acceptancephogenesis, and phytohormones. My impression is that
address and several personal accounts of the early daysprogress in these areas required the development of
of maize research have been compiled in a book editedinsights that were not significantly stimulated by models
by Nina Federoff and David Botstein (1992). Federofffrom other areas of biology. By contrast, many other rich
(1998) has recently described the history of the discov-areas of plant biology, such as the study of secondary
ery of transposable elements at a more satisfying levelmetabolism or anatomy, employed the same general
of detail than is possible here. According to her account,approaches used to study similar topics in nonplant
studies of the inheritance of variegation began with thespecies. Because of space limitations, I have not at-
work of Correns, de Vries, Emerson, and others at thetempted a comprehensive historical account but rather
turn of the century. By the late 1930s, a wealth of obser-an impressionistic rendering of how our understanding
vation had accrued from work on both plants and Dro-of certain key topics has evolved and where it might
sophila, but a satisfactory theory had not emerged.lead. The story that emerges is a mixture of a few brilliant
McClintock became engaged by the phenomenon ofinsights, a lot of enabling technical advances, and the
unstable or mutable alleles in the course of a study ofgradual replacement of incompletely formed or incorrect
the behavior of chromosomes with broken ends. In theideas by better ones as a result of painstaking research.
mid-1940s, she fortuitously identified a line that repro-As far as possible, I have cited relatively recent treat-
ducibly generated breaks at a specific site she termedments of old papers, rather than the original papers,
Dissociation (Ds), and through careful observation andin the belief that these sources will be more readily
brilliant insight, she recognized that a dominant alleleaccessible to many readers than the originals. The con-
at another locus, Activator (Ac), was responsible for thecluding speculation about progress in plant biology dur-
breaks at Ds and for the instability of some mutableing the next century serves as an example of the well-
alleles that had arisen at a high frequency in lines whereknown dangers of trying to predict the future of science.
Ds had induced breaks. She also recognized that Ds
could change its position in the chromosome. On theGenetics
basis of very detailed observations of the behavior ofOne of the earliest major innovations in biological
thought in the twentieth century was the rediscovery Ac/Ds and various mutable alleles, she concluded that
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unstable mutations were caused by insertion of trans-
posable elements into a locus that frequently underwent
both somatic and germinal excision and transposition,
restoring function to the genes (McClintock, 1951). The
significance of her discovery was that it showed that
the genome was dynamic. The molecular nature of the
Ac and Ds elements was revealed about 40 years after
their discovery, following the cloning of Ac by Fedoroff
et al. (1983). Ac is a 4.5 kb transposon that encodes a
single protein, the transposase. Ds elements are nonau-
tonomous derivatives of Ac in which transposase activ-
ity has been lost by mutation. It is now clear that most
higher plant genomes contain large numbers of various
transposable elements. Indeed, the genome of maize
appears to be primarily composed of the remnants of
such elements (SanMiguel et al., 1996).
Two other bodies of work that had major theoretical
Figure 1. Pea Internode Bioassay for Auxinor practical impact deserve mention. Beginning in 1928,
Internodes of etiolated pea seedlings were immersed in water orJ. C. Clausen, D. Keck, and W. M. Heisey set out to
auxin solution, left to right: water, 0.1 mg, 1.0 mg, 4.0 mg/l of indene-examine the extent to which environment could influ-
acetic aid. The increased curvature caused by the auxin variesence genetic content. They exploited the fact that plants roughly with the log of the auxin concentration (Thimann, 1938).
could be vegetatively cloned (i.e., one individual can be
subdivided to produce genetically identical plants) to
examine the long-term effects of different environments or phytohormones. At the turn of the century, there was
on phenotype. They grew clones of individuals of the an intense interest in the tropic responses of plants
species Potentilla glandulosa, collected from various (Thimann, 1974). In 1897, Charles Darwin and his son
habitats, in each of three habitats at 0 m, 1200 m, and Francis published a monograph on the subject showing,
3000 m above sea level. After 12 years of measurements among other things, that the growth of canary grass
and analysis, they concluded that genetic differences seedlings toward light was controlled by the coleoptile
and phenotypic adaptations contributed about equally tip. They also noticed that although the photoreceptor
to the differences in growth and morphology that were was located at the tip, the bending took place at a
observed and measured (Clausen et al., 1940). This im- distance from the active part of the tip. They reasoned
portant body of work formed the conceptual basis for that some sort of signal (an ªinfluenceº) must travel from
much current thinking about the relative roles of geno- the tip to the growing region. A few years earlier, the
type and environment on phenotype. prominent physiologist Julius Sachs had hypothesized,
The growth of knowledge about the basis of heredity
without the burden of evidence, that there were special
during the first quarter of the century undoubtedly had
substances in plants for forming roots, others for form-
a major impact on plant breeding. Much of the impact
ing leaves, others for forming stems and so on (Thimann,is obscured by the effects of parallel developments, such
1935). Thus, the idea of small molecules with biologicalas the establishment of professional plant breeding insti-
effects was in the air.tutes. The innovation of greatest impact seems to be the
In 1910 P. Boysen-Jensen showed that if the tip of anapplication of heterosis or hybrid vigor (i.e., enhanced
etiolated coleoptile was isolated from the lower coleop-growth of F1 hybrids relative to the parents), which was
tile by the insertion of a small slab of gelatin, the pho-first suggested as a practical method by W. J. Beale in
totropic stimulus produced in the tip traversed the gela-the late nineteenth century. In 1909 George Shull devel-
tin and caused bending below the gelatin slab. Sixteenoped the concept of using highly inbred parents to pro-
years later Fritz Went made the discovery that excisedduce reproducible F1 hybrids with high yield. It took a
oat coleoptile tips secreted a substance, auxin, intosurprisingly long time for the method to take hold. By
gelatin blocks such that when applied to the sides of1933 less than 1% of the US maize acreage was sown
coleoptiles, the gelatin blocks could induce bending ofto hybrids but by 1944 more than 80% was hybrids
decapitated coleoptile tips that were not otherwise stim-(Allard, 1960). The plant breeding company Pioneer Hi-
ulated. Went later recounted that he made the discoveryBred was founded on this concept, and it remains the
at 3 a.m. on April 17, 1926Ðan indication of the excite-basis for production of many species. Although thou-
ment of the experiments (Went, 1974). This was a crucialsands of research papers have attempted to explain
experiment because it provided a bioassay of the typethe effect, the mechanistic basis of heterosis remains a
that subsequently permitted the purification and identifi-matter of conjecture. It is possible that the development
cation of the chemical structure of natural auxin as in-of methods for interrogating the expression of most or
dole-3-acetic acid. Another useful bioassay developedall genes in the genome will provide new insights into
by Went is shown in Figure 1. The gelatin block tech-the underlying mechanisms (Somerville and Somerville,
nique also provided for experimental verification of a1999).
theoretical proposal by Cholodny that phototropism was
due to asymmetric distribution of a growth substance.The Hormonal Control of Growth and Development
Similarly, in 1930 Herman Dolk showed that gravitropismOne of the unique and timeless contributions from this
century was the discovery of the plant growth regulators, was also associated with an asymmetric distribution of
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auxin (Thimann, 1935). The discovery of polar transport
of auxin by van der Weij in 1932 provided the first hint
as to the possible identity of a factor that might be
involved in controlling polarity in morphogenesis. The
root-inducing activity of auxin and the role in apical
dominance was discovered by Went and Kenneth Thi-
mann at Caltech in the 1930s. Work on auxin also led
to the discovery at DuPont of the first widely useful
herbicide, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, a synthetic
auxin that is still in use today.
A parallel development was the discovery in 1926 by
Kurosawa of a substance in cultures of the fungus Gib-
berella fujikuro that caused elongation of rice seedlings
(Takahashi, 1998). The discovery resulted from an inves-
tigation of ªfoolish seedling diseaseº in which rice plants
infected with the fungus elongated abnormally. In 1938
Yabuta and Sumiki reported the isolation from cultures
of G. fujikuro of crystals of a substance they called
gibberellin. The determination of the structure of gibber-
ellin had numerous false starts that were probably
caused by the fact, as we now know, that there are Figure 2. Effect of Ethylene on Growth of Etiolated Seedlings of
many gibberellins with closely related structuresÐ112 Arabidopsis
at the last count (Takahashi, 1998). Wild-type Arabidopsis seedlings and one ethylene-insensitive (etr)
mutant grown in air containing 10 ml/l ethylene (Bleecker et al., 1988).Because of the origin of gibberellin, the substances
(Reproduced, with permission, from Science Vol. 241, cover image.)were studied for several decades in the context of caus-
ing abnormal growth of plants. It was not until Bernie
Phinney and Percy Brian, who discovered that applica- potent agent in controlling plant growth and develop-
tion of the compounds to dwarf corn and pea seedlings ment. Inhibition of growth and geotropism by ethylene
restored normal stature, that it was generally accepted was shown in 1901 (Thimann, 1974). In 1924 ethylene
that the gibberellins are natural growth substancesÐa was also found to be the factor in smoke that hastened
story reminiscent of the assignment of a biological role fruit ripening. A role in abscission was discovered by
to Brassinosteroids approximately 45 years later (Creel- Wallace in 1926. Evidence that it is normally produced
man and Mullet, 1997). This idea was substantiated by by fruits was discovered in 1934 by Gane. The manage-
J. MacMillan, M. Radley, Y. Sumiki, and others who ment of ethylene-induced fruit ripening is used through-
purified gibberellins from plants. In addition to the ef- out the developed world to ensure a continuous supply
fects of gibberellin on elongation, Anton Lang (1957) of fresh fruits.
showed that it could induce flowering, and in 1959 L. The discovery of the other growth regulatorsÐ
Paleg and H. Yomo independently discovered that it abscisic acid (Addicott, 1998), jasmonic acid, brassi-
activated the expression of amylase during germination nosteroids, and oligosaccharins (Creelman and Mullet,
of barley seeds (Paleg, 1959). 1997)Ðfollowed many of the same paths that yielded the
The discovery of cytokinins in the 1950s by F. Skoog, first few phytohormones. In most cases, early reports of
C. O. Miller, and collaborators originated in studies of the biological activity were followed by decades of skepti-
growth requirements and differentiation of cell cultures cism about the biological significance of the discovery.
(Skoog and Miller, 1957). The work was stimulated by The turning point in each case seems to have been
the observation that application of excised vascular tis- the identification of a robust assay or the isolation of a
sues to tobacco pith explants in auxin-containing media mutant deficient in synthesis of the compound in question.
caused a shift from cell expansion to cell division (Chen, A number of compounds remain in limboÐtraumatic acid
1998). This stimulated a search for compounds from being a case in point (Bonner and English, 1938). An
more readily available sources that caused similar ef- important recent development has been the identifica-
fects. Because of a positive effect of phosphate on tion of a number of peptide growth regulators (Franssen,
growth of cells, the effect of organic phosphates was 1998).
tested. It was observed that in the presence of auxin, Although a great deal is known about the physiological
autoclaved yeast extract and DNA stimulated cell divi- effects of the phytohormones, relatively little has been
sion of cultures. The active component was found to be learned about how they act at the molecular level until
6-furfuryl-aminopurine (kinetin), a substance that was very recently (Kende and Zeevaart, 1997). During the
formed during degradation of DNA but which has not past decade, progress toward the mode of action of the
been found to occur in plants. Variants of this structure phytohormones has been made by identifying mutants
were subsequently discovered, and in 1964 a natural with altered responses and characterizing the corre-
cytokinin, zeatin, was isolated from corn by D. S. Letham sponding genes and gene products (Figure 2). It is now
and colleagues in New Zealand. apparent that ethylene is perceived by a family of histi-
The 1998 Nobel prize, awarded for the discovery that dine kinase±like receptors, which negatively regulate
nitric oxide could act as a hormone in animals, ignored ethylene responses (Chang and Shockey, 1999). The
role of cytokinins is still rather poorly defined (Kendethe fact that ethylene has long been known to be a
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and Zeevaart, 1997). However, recent studies indicate metabolites. Unfortunately, plant cell cultures are typi-
cally very heterogeneous so that there are few if anythat cytokinins elevate cell division rates by induction
of expression of CycD3, which encodes a D-type cyclin cultures of a single cell type. Haploid cultures proved
to be unstable, reverting to higher ploidy levels at athought to play a role in the G1M transition of the cell
cycle (D'Agostino and Kieber, 1999). The isolation of high frequency. However, the methods for regenerating
tissues from cultures enabled the development of trans-genes encoding elements of the auxin, gibberellin, and
ABA signal transduction pathways has also implicated formation methods for higher plants, most of which re-
quire regeneration of tissues from transformed cells.other gene products that have been implicated in signal
transduction pathways in animals and fungi (Kende and Recently, the potential of in vitro differentiation has been
realized by the development of methods that led to aZeevaart, 1997; Grill and Himmelbach, 1998). Thus, it is
not surprising that progress in understanding the mode high frequency of conversion of cultured zinnia cells to
tracheary elements (Fukuda, 1997). This system pro-of action of the phytohormones was slow until the devel-
opment of the current repertoire of gene-based ap- vides a promising example of what may eventually be
possible for other cell types.proaches and improved analytical methods.
Plant Growth Photobiology
The absorption of light not only nourishes plants throughA major question during the first several decades of
this century concerned the growth requirements of both photosynthesis but also determines the nature and di-
rection of plant growth. In his historical treatment ofintact plants and isolated plant cells and tissues. In
addition to the motivations of curiosity, it was envisioned the subject, Galston (1974) credits the first convincing
reports of photomorphogenesis to Garner and Allard,that by understanding the nutrient requirements, it might
be possible to devise ideal media that would greatly who, in 1920, described the effects of the photoperiod
on plant growth and reproductive development. One ofpromote the growth of plants. This idea eventually led
to the development of artificial fertilizers and is one of the first questions that arose was whether it was the
light or the dark period that exerted the effects of photo-the major factors underlying the high yields of modern
agriculture. The definition of the mineral nutrient require- period. Analysis of this became possible through the
use of artificial growth cabinets, which were not in wide-ments of intact plants largely ended with studies by
Hoagland and Arnon at Berkeley in 1938. spread use until after the 1930s. It was subsequently
discovered that although the bud responds to photope-Interest in growing cells in culture originated around
the turn of the century with experiments by Haberlandt riodic stimuli, it is the leaf that perceives the stimulus.
This led to the postulate in 1936 by Chailakhian of a(Chen, 1998). From the outset, the goal of the work was
to study the process of morphogenesis. The concept of mobile, floral-inducing hormone termed florigen that
moved from leaf to bud. This theory was fortified by thegrowth substances that were active at very low concen-
trations was inferred by Haberlandt in 1913, who found demonstration of the graft transmissibility of the floral
stimulus, but no substance with suitable properties hasthat phloem exudates could induce cell division in po-
tato parenchyma. Similar experiments 35 years later mo- ever been isolated.
The discovery of phytochrome was described in ativated the discovery of cytokinin by Skoog and collabo-
rators. The first true tissue cultures were reported in thoughtful and engaging book devoted to the subject
(Sage, 1992). A germinal experiment that oriented sub-1939 by P. R. White, R. J Gautheret, and P. NobeÂ court
(White, 1942). As a source of tissue they used spontane- sequent work was conducted in 1938 by K. C. Hamner
and J. Bonner, who tested whether it was the periodous callus that arises at a high frequency on progeny
of crosses between Nicotiana glauca and N. langsdorffi. of light or darkness that controlled floral induction of
cocklebur. They made the surprising discovery that asAlthough they did not include any phytohormones in
their media, the callus cultures were able to grow be- little as 1 min of light given halfway through a dark period
caused cocklebur to remain vegetative (Hamner andcause they are autonomous for auxin production. The
availability of such cultures permitted an examination Bonner, 1938). Following up on this observation in 1942,
Parker and Borthwick discovered that the effects of theof the nutritional requirements of plant cells for sugars,
nitrogenous compounds, vitamins, and minerals. In dark period, whether promotive or inhibitory, could be
annulled by low irradiance of light. This made it possible1948 Caplin and Steward grew carrot cells in culture
on a medium containing coconut milk, which permitted to determine the action spectrum for the promotion and
inhibition of flowering by low irradiances of monochro-growth because of the phytohormones presents in the
milk (Chen, 1998). The breakthrough in tissue culture matic light (Parker et al., 1945). Many processes were
found to have a similar action spectrum. Deetiolation ofwas the discovery by Skoog and Miller (1957) that inclu-
sion of auxin and cytokinin in defined media permitted seedlings, germination, chloroplast development, and
control of flavonoid pigment formation were all foundindefinite growth of cells in culture. They also discovered
that shoot and root initiation by cultured cells is regu- to have a major action peak in the red region of the
spectrum near 650 nm and a lesser peak between 400lated by the interactions between auxin and cytokinin.
Their discovery permitted regeneration of plants from and 450 nm. This led to the conception of a single pig-
ment called phytochrome. However, attempts to identifycultured cells, indicating the totipotency of somatic
cells. a pigment with an appropriate absorption spectra failed.
The observation that light promotes the germination ofThe ability to culture cells in defined media stimulated
a wave of interest in somatic cell genetics and the large- certain seeds was first recorded in the mid-ninetheenth
century. In the course of studies on the action spectrumscale use of plant cells for production of secondary
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signal transduction pathways, and by methods such as
two-hybrid screens that have identified proteins that
interact directly with phytochrome (Nagy and SchaÈ fer,
1999). Several proteins that represent possible elements
of signal transduction cascades have been identified,
and it seems likely that these powerful approaches will
finally reveal the detailed mechanisms.
As noted previously, the effects of light on coleoptile
growth was of great interest to Darwin and others before
the twentieth century. Although the discovery of auxin
provided an insight into the growth-promoting sub-
stance, it did not address the mechanism of light action.
By the 1930s it was known that the phenomenon was
caused by blue light±induced asymmetry in auxin con-
centration, which distinguished phototropism from the
processes known to be regulated by phytochrome.
However, the identity of the blue light receptor remained
elusive.
Recently, the characterization of mutants of Arabi-
dopsis deficient in blue light responses has facilitated
the identification of some of the components of the
signal transduction chain. Two classes of blue light pho-
toreceptors have been identified. Cryptochromes are
UV-A-blue light photoreceptors with homology to micro-
Figure 3. Germination of Lettuce Seeds after Alternating Exposures bial DNA photolyases (Cashmore et al., 1999). Like pho-
to Red (R) and Far Red (I) Radiation
tolyases, the cryptochromes contain flavin adenine di-
From Toole et al., 1953; reprinted in Sage, 1992. nucleotide and either a deazaflavin or a pterin as
chromophores. Arabidopsis contains at least two similar
proteins, CRY1 and CRY2, that participate in the bluefor germination of lettuce seeds, Harry Borthwick and
light regulation of seedling development and the regula-collaborators noted that far red illumination had a nega-
tion of the circadian rhythm. CRY2 also plays a majortive effect on germination but that the seeds, discarded
role in floral induction. Orthologs in animals were re-at the end of an experiment, subsequently germinated
cently found to be important components of the mecha-when exposed to room light (Sage, 1992). This sug-
nisms that regulate their circadian rhythms. A secondgested an experiment in which seeds were exposed to
photoreceptor, NPH1, controls phototropism. The pro-alternating regimes of red and far red light and led di-
tein is an FMN-containing serine±threonine protein ki-
rectly to the discovery that the stimulatory effect of red
nase that is activated by blue light irradiation (Christie
light on germination was reversible by irradiation with
et al., 1998). Thus, it seems likely that the earliest re-
far red light (Figure 3). These results led to the brilliant sponse in phototropism is protein phosphorylation. The
insight that phytochrome could be interconverted be- characterization of other mutants should facilitate enu-
tween two forms, a red-absorbing form and a far red± meration of the other components in the near future.
absorbing form, by illumination with far red or red light,
respectively (Borthwick et al., 1952). Knowledge of the Bioenergetics and Photosynthesis
red/far red reversibility provided a spectrophotometric One of the great biological themes of the century con-
criterion that permitted the purification of phytochrome cerned the source of energy for life processes. Early in
in 1965 by Siegelman and Hendricks and independently the century, biologists were aware of the energy needed
in 1966 by Mumford and Jenner. for muscular activity and of the ability of plants to absorb
Because phytochrome responses such as changes in radiant energy and convert it into potential energy in
bioelectric potentials can be seen within seconds, it the form of combustible food. However, the connection
has long been thought that phytochrome must exert an between these two processes was poorly understood
effect on membranes in addition to the possibility of (Stebbins, 1994). The discovery of ATP by Lohman in
other longer term effects on process such as germina- 1929 marked the beginning of an era of great progress
tion, photocontrol, and deetiolation. Galston (1974), in understanding bioenergetics. By the mid-1950s the
Sage (1992), and others provide extensive reviews of Krebs cycle had been widely accepted (Beevers, 1974),
the many decades of work that have been devoted to and shortly thereafter the path of carbon in photosynthe-
understanding the mode of action of phytochrome, with- sis was described. An excellent account of the early
out much success in identifying a mechanism (Reed, history of photosynthesis can be found in the three vol-
1999). It has recently been demonstrated that phyto- ume review by Rabinowitch (1945). A model of the struc-
chrome is a kinase, but the kinase activity does not ture of the chlroplast from this book is shown in Figure
appear to be regulated directly by light. As in most other 4. A thoughtful historical review by Myers (1974) is also
aspects of signal transduction in plants, recent progress very helpful in understanding the conceptual issues of
has been generated by the characterization of mutants the early years of photosynthesis research.
with defects in phytochrome responses, by pharmaco- By the beginning of the twentieth century, it was gen-
erally understood that photosynthesis took place inlogical studies using agents known to inhibit certain
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evolution without a concomitant requirement for CO2
reduction. This provided a clear separation of the light
and dark reactions of photosynthesis as originally pro-
posed by Blackman. It also led rather rapidly to the
demonstration that NADP was also an excellent electron
acceptor and the recognition that NADPH could be a
source of the reductant for the dark reactions. More
generally, this result opened the way for the in vitro
biochemical and biophysical methods that remain in use
today. The discovery that certain dyes could also serve
as electron donors, the development of photoelectric
spectrophotometry in 1937 (Hogness et al., 1937), and
the subsequent application to spectrofluorometry also
paved the way for the modern era. It was also at about
this time that Sam Ruben and colleagues at Berkeley
first showed, using mass spectrometry, that the 18O2/16O2
ratio of evolved O2 was the same as water, thereby
conclusively demonstrating the source of photosynthet-
ically produced oxygen (Ruben et al., 1941).Figure 4. A Hypothetical Structure of Chloroplast Membranes Circa
After approximately twenty years of study of the Hill1945
reaction by many groups, a number of observations hadRectangular hatched bars represent hydrophilic groups, black bars
accumulated that were not readily understood by therepresent lipophilic groups, and combinations of the two at right
angles represent chlorophyll molecules. The dumbbell-shaped concept of a single reaction center that accepted elec-
structures represent carotenoid molecules. Phospholipids are indi- trons from chlorophyll and accessory pigments (Myers,
cated by the black magnet-shaped structures attached to a hatched 1974). A conceptual resolution of these anomalies was
ªhandle.º (From Rabinowitch, 1945.) attempted by Hill and Bendall (1960), who proposed that
photosynthesis in plants and algae was carried out by
chloroplasts and that light provided the energy for the two reactions separated by an exergonic electron trans-
release of oxygen and the conversion of CO2 into carbo- fer. They represented their concept with a potential dia-
hydrates and other forms of reduced carbon. In 1905 gram that came to be known as the Z-scheme; an elabo-
Blackman separated the sequence of processes into rated version of the scheme is an essential component
two parts: the first required light and proceeded rapidly, of any biochemistry textbook today. The final major piece
the second took place in darkness and proceeded more of the puzzle, the mechanism of photophosphorylation,
slowly. A controversial idea of the first decade was the was discovered after the conceptual breakthrough of
proposal by Bredig, Hofman, and Schumpelt that the the Mitchel hypothesis. Jagendorf and Uribe (1966)
primary effect of light in photosynthesis was the decom- showed that electron flow is accompanied by the forma-
position of water into oxygen and hydrogen, and that the tion of proton gradients that give rise to phosphorylation
latter was used to reduce CO2 by an unknown process. by coupling factor.
WillstaÈ tter and Soll proposed instead that oxygen origi- Thus, by the late 1960s, a methodology had been
nated from the decomposition of CO2. established for investigating the light reactions, and ro-
A contemporaneous problem concerned the nature bust models had been developed that have continually
of respiration. In 1913 Wieland explained respiration as been refined until the present time. The development of
the transfer of hydrogen atoms from a substrate such methods, such as gel electrophoresis, for identifying the
as glucose to oxygen. In 1926 Kluyver and Donker ex- protein components led to the characterization of most
tended this concept to include anaerobic fermentations or all of the proteins that participate in the various as-
as similar transfers of hydrogen to acceptors other than pects of electron transport. In addition, the use of genet-
oxygen. The first clear formulation of the idea that photo- ics, particularly mutants of algae and cyanobacteria,
synthesis was also an oxidation reduction between wa- have permitted a refined dissection of the components
ter and CO2 was made by van Niel (1931), who recog- of the apparatus and a reasonably good understanding
nized that the superficially dissimilar mechanisms of of the physical properties and arrangements of most or
photosynthesis by sulfur, bacteria, and plants was fun- all of the components. The determination of the tertiary
damentally the same process. van Niel proposed photo- structure of the bacterial reaction center by Deisenhofer,
synthesis to be a hydrogen transfer from water to CO2 in Michel, and Huber (Diesenhofer and Michel, 1991) pro-
higher plants and from other hydrogen donors to carbon vided the first direct view of the molecular mechanism
dioxide in bacteria. In the words of his contemporary that actually carries out the photochemistry. However,
Hans Gaffron, ªPurple bacteria furnished van Niel with the central enigma of photosynthesis, the mechanism
the key to the first generally convincing picture of the underlying the photolysis of water, remains unsolved
photosynthetic process in terms of modern metabolic and a challenge for the next century.
ideasº (Gaffron, 1963).
van Niel's work was soon followed by the ground- Photosynthetic CO2 fixation
breaking work of Robin Hill (Hill, 1937; Hill and Scaris- In 1870 Baeyer proposed that the mechanism of photo-
brick, 1940), who showed that illumination of isolated synthetic CO2 fixation was reduction of CO2 to formalde-
hyde. Seventy-five years later, on the eve of the experi-chloroplast membranes in the presence of electron ac-
ceptors such as ferricyanide resulted in high rates of O2 ments by Calvin and colleagues that would finally
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for the universality of many other biochemical pro-
cesses, it was generally assumed that the cycle would
account for photosynthetic carbon assimilation in all
autotrophic species (Hatch and Slack, 1998). A series
of brief reports suggesting a problem with the Calvin-
Benson model were published beginning in 1954 in the
annual report of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Associa-
tion Experiment Station (HSPAES) and culminating in a
refereed paper in 1965 (Kortschak et al., 1965). The re-
port presented evidence from 14C-labeling experiments
with sugarcane leaves showing that aspartic and malic
acids were labeled before 3-phosphoglycerate and
sugar phosphates, the earliest products of the Calvin-
Benson cycle. Hal Hatch and Roger Slack, who were at
that time working at the Colonial Sugar Refining Com-
pany in Brisbane, were sufficiently intrigued to repeat
and extend the experiments. They found that 14C was
first incorporated into the C4 carboxyl of oxaloacetate
by carboxylation of PEP. During the next five years,
Hatch, Slack, and colleagues established the essential
anatomical and biochemical features of the C4 pathway
of photosynthesis, in which PEP is carboxylated to a
C4 acid, which is then transported to the bundle sheath
and decarboxylated to provide a local increase in the
CO2 concentration available for refixation by the Calvin-
Benson pathway. The elucidation of the pathway was a
tour de force of physiology and biochemistry and pro-
vided a compelling example of the value of comparative
biology.
During the same period that C4 metabolism was being
understood, a number of other anomalous photosynthe-
sis-related phenomena had coalesced into a syndrome
Figure 5. Preparing to Trace the Path of Carbon in Photosynthesis called photorespiration. The process, originally definedwith 11CO2
as the light-dependent evolution of CO2, was discoveredMartin Kamen (left) is releasing 11CO2 produced moments before at following the application of infrared gas analyzers tothe Lawrence cyclotron at the University of California, Berkeley into
studies of plant gas exchange. By the mid-1960s anan apparatus held by Sam Reuben that will be used to label the
association had been made between photorespirationdark reactions of photosynthesis by plants in the background. (From
Life Magazine, October 20, 1941.) and the metabolism of glycolate, and Ed Tolbert, Israel
Zelitch, and colleagues had established an almost com-
plete pathway of photosynthetic carbon oxidation by
which carbon from glycolate was released as CO2. Inanswer the question of the mechanism, Rabinowitch
1971, Bill Ogren and George Bowes provided the miss-(1945) was unable to discard the proposal in favor of a
ing link with the discovery that ribulose bisphosphatebetter idea. The problem was that in the absence of
carboxylase, the first enzyme of the Calvin-Benson cycle,some method of distinguishing newly fixed carbon from
also catalyzed the oxidation of ribulose bisphosphate topreviously fixed carbon, it was not possible to determine
phosphoglycolate and phosphoglycerate (Ogren andthe course of events.
Bowes, 1971). Although not widely accepted until moreThe concept of using radioactive carbon to trace the
than a decade later, this discovery integrated photosyn-early events of CO2 fixation was pioneered by Sam Ru-
thetic carbon metabolism into two interlocking cyclesben at Berkeley (Benson, 1998). As early as 1939, Ruben
and provided a basis for understanding the major gasand colleagues had been feeding 11CO2 to Chlorella (Fig-
exchange processes in higher plants. Although manyure 5). However, the short lifetime of the isotope pre-
aspects of the regulation of photosynthesis-related pro-vented a clear result (Rabinowitch, 1945). Unfortunately,
cesses remain poorly understood, the current modelsRuben was killed in a laboratory accident before meth-
of the basic events appear to be robust and predictive.ods for production of 14C were practical. Subsequently,
the use of 14CO2 by Calvin's group to trace the path of
CO2 fixation during photosynthesis rapidly resulted in Pathology
Plant diseases have been a serious problem from thethe description of the Calvin-Benson cycle in essentially
the current formulation (Bassham et al., 1954; Benson, earliest records of agriculture beginning about 1700 B.C.
and are frequently referred to in sources such as the1998).
Following the elucidation of the Calvin-Benson cycle Bible and Talmud. The historical significance can be
understood by reference to the Irish potato famine ofin Chlorella, studies using higher plants indicated that
a similar or identical mechanism accounted for CO2 as- 1846±50, which left more than a million people dead of
starvation and 1.5 million more as refugee emigrants.similation in a number of plants. Based on the precedent
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Thus, the nature of plant disease is one of the oldest Adolf Mayer showed that tobacco juice from diseased
tissues contained a boiling-sensitive, transmissiblequestions in biology. Most students of biology are in-
formed at some point about the contributions of Robert agent that caused disease when inoculated into healthy
plants. The true nature of the agent was determined inKoch and Louis Pasteur in the establishment of the germ
theory of disease. However, many decades before the 1935 by Wendell Stanley, a biochemist at the Princeton
laboratory of the Rockefeller Institute of Medical re-discoveries of Koch and Pasteur, a number of investiga-
tors laid the foundations of plant pathology by demon- search, who reported that infective crystals could be
obtained from juice from infected plants. Judson (1979)strating that certain microorganisms caused disease in
plants (Kelman, 1994). Definitive evidence that fungi can termed this discovery ªthe most portentous and publi-
cized biological discovery of the decade.º The idea ofcause disease was presented by Anton de Bary in 1853,
about two decades before Koch published his studies a living, self-reproducing entity behaving as a simple
chemical caught the imaginations of scientists and lay-on anthrax. However, Koch's rule that the causative
agent of disease must be cultured on pure media has men alike. However, Stanley thought the virus was a
large protein. Bawden and Pirie (1938) reported that thenever been satisfied for some of the most important
plant diseases, such as powdery mildew. virus was a ribonucleoprotein. The significance of the
RNA was demonstrated by Frankel-Conrat and WilliamsFor much of the century following de Bary, the field
of plant pathology was focused on understanding the in 1955. They showed that naked RNA was the infectious
agent. Among other techniques that emerged from thelifecycles of pathogens with a view to preventing losses.
A notable outcome of this line of work was the discovery study of plant viruses was the technique of density gradi-
ent centrifugation by Myron Brakke in 1951 (Brakke,by E. C. Stakman of an annual cycle in which wheat rust
spores, produced on winter wheat in the southern United 1988).
A long-running investigation that proved essential toStates, move on the wind thousands of kilometers north
in the spring to infect the Canadian spring wheat crop the development of molecular plant biology concerned
the basis of crown gall disease. The causative agent ofand then blow south in the fall to infect the winter wheat
crop. This and related work led to a management strat- crown gall was shown to be a bacterium by Smith and
Townsend in 1907. The idea that a bacterium couldegy, still in use today, in which different disease suscep-
tibility genes are deployed in the spring and winter crops cause a cancer-like growth was greeted with a skepti-
cism that was only gradually dissipated (Gordon, 1998).so that the rust population must continually adapt to
different host genotypes. By 1941 Philip White and Armin Braun showed that once
the tumor gall had been established, the presence ofA major advance in pathology was the combined ge-
netic analysis of both host and pathogens conducted bacteria was no longer necessary for continued prolifer-
ation of the gall. This raised the question of what hadby Flor from 1935 to 1955. Flor was interested in the
observation that certain races of the flax rust fungus been done to the plant tissue by the bacterium. Braun
established that plant tumor tissue, unlike normal plantgrew on some cultivars of wheat but not others and that
each race of the fungus infected a different combination tissue, could be grown in vitro in the absence of phyto-
hormones (Braun, 1958). He postulated that some sortof host cultivars. By painstaking analysis of the interac-
tion of pure races of wheat rust with various accessions of material, ªthe tumor-inducing factorº, passed from
the bacterium to the plant. Early ideas were that an RNAof wheat, Flor discovered that many plant pathogen
interactions were controlled by the interaction of genes or a virus passed from the bacterium to the plant.
The discovery in 1969 that a number of unusual aminoin both the host and the pathogen (Flor, 1971). He termed
this concept the gene-for-gene hypothesis. In view of acids called opines were produced by crown gall tumors
by Morel, TempeÂ , and coworkers (Gordon, 1998) stronglythe fact that flax rust could only be grown on living
tissue at that time, his work is a monument to tenacity. suggested that new genetic information was being
transferred to and expressed in transformed cells. TheApproximately 50 years after Flor formulated the hypoth-
esis, the first plant disease resistance genes were inde- next step came when Jeff Schell and colleagues estab-
lished that there was a one-to-one correlation betweenpendently isolated by a number of groups (Martin et
al., 1993; Staskawicz et al., 1995). Most of the disease the tumor causing activity of an Agrobacterium strain
and the presence of a large plasmid, subsequentlyresistance genes isolated to date are members of a large
family of leucine-rich repeat proteins that are thought to called the Tumor-inducing (Ti) plasmid (Van Larebeke
et al., 1974). In view of the propensity of plasmids toact as receptors for pathogen-specific signal molecules.
Although the signal transduction pathway is not yet un- move between cells, tumors were tested for the pres-
ence of Ti plasmid DNA. The first report of the presencederstood, it seems likely that the interaction of the resis-
tance genes with signals from the pathogen triggers a of transferred-DNA (TDNA) in plant cells was done by
rather insensitive association kinetics (Chilton et al.,cascade of defensive responses in the plant that retard
the growth of the pathogen. The great promise of this 1977). The invention of the Southern blot at around this
time (Southern, 1975) provided a much more sensitivearea is that when the mechanisms are understood, it
might be possible to create plants that recognize and and definitive test (Thomashow et al., 1980; Zambryski
et al., 1980). Subsequent work, by the groups of Schell,respond to all possible forms of the pathogen. The prec-
edent for this concept is the use of animal vaccines that van Montagu, Nester, Gordon, Chilton, Schilperoort,
Kerr, and others led to the identification of the extentstimulate recognition of the invariant epitopes on a viral
surface rather than the highly variable regions. and coding capacity of the TDNA and the production
of derivatives of the Ti plasmids that were capable ofOf all the discoveries in plant pathology, the character-
ization of tobacco mosaic virus probably had the great- transferring DNA into plant cells but did not cause tu-
mors. This directly created the modern age of plantest impact on other sciences (Matthews, 1981). In 1886
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molecular biology by enabling a facile method for the defined in the first instance by a mutation that alters a
biological response. Indeed, one of the most attractivetransfer of genes from convenient bacterial plasmids
things about genomics is that it enables small labora-into stable insertions in the plant genome. In 1983 sev-
tories to employ methods such as map-based cloningeral groups reported the production of fertile transgenic
that until recently were the province of large labs. Thus,plants (Horsch et al., 1983; Zambryski et al., 1983). This
it will soon be possible to assign some degree of functiondiscovery opened the way to the rational genetic modifi-
to all plant genes by using knockouts, overexpressors,cation of plants and, along with the development of the
genes chips, proteomics, promoter reporter fusions, andgeneric tools of modern biology, ushered in the era of
various methods for localizing gene products to organ-molecular biology of plants.
elles. We may further assume that if all these wonderful
tools can be used to understand Arabidopsis genes, itThe Future
will be possible to explore how the orthologs and para-One of the most powerful forces in plant biology during
logs that comprise the genomes of all other angio-the past 15 years was the accumulation of a critical
sperms do or do not have the same biological functions.mass of scientists around the use of the small plant
How will this knowledge fit into the larger context ofArabidopsis thaliana. Much of the recent progress in
plant biology?plant biology has been made possible by the technical
One obvious problem, already apparent from theadvantages of having a large group of biologists working
yeast genome project, is that we will be left ponderingwith a well-chosen model organism combined with the
the roles of many genes that do not appear to have anyinherent power of molecular genetics. Although Arabi-
function. More importantly, perhaps, the sequencing ofdopsis had been used occasionally for genetic experi-
genomes will probably not dry up after several genomesments since the turn of the century, there was no com-
have been sequenced. It seems likely that as the centurypelling reason for large numbers of biologists to choose
progresses, we will have ever more comparative se-it until the era of gene cloning. Interest in Arabidopsis
quence information from other plants representing thewas stimulated in the early 1980s by recognition that
full spectrum of diversity. We will also have enough geneit had an unusually small genome and by interest in
expression information about these genomes so thatdeveloping a facile model plant for molecular genetics
we will eventually be able to predict from promoter se-(Meyerowitz and Somerville, 1994). The widespread
quences where and when a gene is expressed. Thus,adoption of Arabidopsis as a model organism led to a
we will be able to compare the complete repertoire ofcommitment to sequencing the complete genome; it
gene products, their localization and expression be-is projected that the sequence of the genome will be
tween species. This will lead to an attempt to understandcomplete by the summer of 2000 (Meinke et al., 1998;
plant diversity computationally. It is relatively easy toSomerville and Somerville, 1999). It also seems likely
imagine that if we were presented with the completethat the complete sequence of the rice genome will be
genome sequence of a plant species and knew the func-complete within a few years of the Arabidopsis genome
tion of all the genes in a few representative species, weand there will also be millions of EST sequences for
should be able to predict biosynthetic repertoire of the
several dozen other important plant species. Thus, we
newly sequenced species. In a similar way, based on
will enter the new millenium with a comprehensive
variation in gene expression patterns on whole genome
knowledge of the genetic composition of higher plants.
chips probed with RNA from a number of cell types, we
In recognition of the success of the Arabidopsis ge- should be able to piece together an understanding of
nome project, the NSF recently sponsored a small meet- the developmental profile of a plant.
ing of plant biologists to examine future opportunities. It seems likely that since about a third of all eukaryote
The principal recommendation of the group was that it proteins are modified, a major challenge will be to inte-
was feasible to attempt to determine the general func- grate posttranscriptional regulation. Plants have a very
tion of all angiosperm genes by 2010. The definition of large number of kinases, and it will be challenging to
what this might mean in practice was left strategically assign function to them all. At present it is difficult to
vague. However, there is little doubt that some amount envision how this problem will be solved. It is conceiv-
of functional information could be available for all Arabi- able that proteomics methods could be used in conjunc-
dopsis genes by 2010 (Somerville and Somerville, 1999). tion with mutations in each of the kinases to identify the
It is certainly possible to produce null mutations for substrates. Alternatively, perhaps advances in model-
each of the roughly 23,000 genes in Arabidopsis and to ling protein folding will allow a computational approach
constitutively express each of the genes in transgenic based on matching the topology of substrates and cata-
plants. It is also certain that with the use of gene chips lysts, or perhaps a combinatorial peptide approach will
or microarrays, the expression pattern of each gene will facilitate the identification of substrate recognition char-
be known. The use of clustering algorithms will place acteristics. Whatever the case, the next several decades
each gene in a cluster of similarly regulated genes that will be preoccupied with cataloging the roles of all the
will assign some degree of function by association (Vish- genes, and the rate of progress will depend on the rate
wanath et al., 1999). Most importantly, perhaps, the of parallel developments in areas such as structural
availability of the complete genome sequence will biology.
greatly facilitate the application of forward genetics. It Obviously, many problems will not yield to a catalog-
is now possible to isolate an Arabidopsis gene corre- based approach. A problem that will be with us for the
sponding to a genetic locus by map-based cloning 6 to foreseeable future concerns the mechanisms by which
8 weeks after an F2 population becomes available. Thus, the body plan of plants is established and the various
cell types differentiated. The first eight decades of thefunction will be assigned to many thousands of genes
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past century provided a wealth of descriptive informa- regions and the duration or rate of cell division are differ-
ent. Understanding the mechanisms that control thistion about plant anatomy but relatively little mechanistic
difference will be challenging but potentially very useful.insight. In retrospect this is odd; mutants that alter some
It might permit the development of crop species thataspect of the body plan of plants are abundant in any
grow more quickly and achieve much larger stature. Itmutagenized population. Why was it that colleagues
may also allow the modification of the growth habit ofworking on Drosophila developed a rich genetic analysis
small or slow-growing species that have useful proper-of pattern formation and morphogenesis many decades
ties but have not been domesticated because of lowbefore the concept took root in plant biology? There
yield.does not appear to be a simple answer, except perhaps
One of the underexploited promises of plant biologythat many people did not believe that it would be possi-
is the ability to induce tissue formation from cell culturesble to make sense out of the mutants and simply chose
and, in one instance, to induce high efficiency cell differ-more readily soluble problems. I believe that it may also
entiation (Fukuda, 1997). I think it likely that as knowl-have been related to the fact that most plant geneticists
edge of the genetic control of development progresses,were supported to pursue problems of applied signifi-
it might be possible to exploit differentiated cell linescance and were generally unable to justify work on de-
to study events that will be difficult to understand byvelopment in that context, even though some of the
studying whole plants because of the many cell typeslargest gains in plant productivity have come from ma-
that comprise most organs. For instance, it should benipulation of developmental characteristics such as
possible to catalog the level of expression of every geneplant height and flowering time. Whatever the case,
in cultured Zinnea tracheary cells by using DNA microar-much remains to be done to understand the mecha-
rays to measure RNA extracted from cultures of differen-nisms that control the body plan of plants.
tiated cells. By contrast, grinding whole organs to mea-One of the most exciting thrusts of the past decade
sure the expression of genes is fraught with problemshas been the development of a cogent model for the
associated with lack of specificity. Similarly, the abilitybasic controls of floral development by Meyerowitz,
to induce highly coordinated somatic embryogenesis inCoen, and colleagues (Coen and Meyerowitz, 1991) . At
some plant species should afford novel opportunitiespresent, the models provide a scaffold of regulatory
that have not yet been much exploited.elements that control the basic pattern of flowers. In
As noted earlier, one of the great unsolved questionsfuture years a challenge will be to understand in greater
of the twentieth century has been the identity of flori-detail how transcriptional control is translated into the
genÐthe proposed flowering factor. The control of flow-many cellular events that result in a particular morphol-
ering is currently being dissected in great detail in Arabi-ogy. Progress toward understanding this general ques-
dopsis. Approximately 50 genes are currently knowntion will provide insights into the enormous morphologi-
that participate in controlling the overall process. Thecal variability seen in the flowers of angiosperms.
sheer complexity of control raises the possibility thatBecause flower morphology is related to fruit morphol-
as the function of each of these genes is understoodogy and seed yield, knowledge of the underlying mecha-
and placed into an overall regulatory framework, florigennisms may create many novel opportunities to enhance
will be discovered to be an ªemergent propertyº of ayield or improve the useful properties of food species.
number of genes acting together rather than a specificMost other aspects of plant development are signifi-
compound. This seems a possibility because no Arabi-cantly less developed than flower formation. However,
dopsis mutant is known that is completely defective inthe work on flower development provides a compelling
flowering. The closest thing appears to be a mutantmodel for the successful dissection of developmental
that is deficient in synthesis of gibberellin and does notprocesses in plants, and it seems likely that the new
flower under short days. Of course, florigen might begenetic tools and knowledge will greatly facilitate prog-
produced by duplicate genesÐthe Achilles heel of the
ress. It is impossible to predict how long it will take to
conventional genetic approach, but not an insurmount-
gain a clear mechanistic understanding of the pro-
able problem for reverse genetics based on a whole
cesses. However, it seems reasonably certain that we genome sequence.
will acquire the ability to significantly modify the body Human population growth will ensure that the quest
plan of plants by directed genetic modifications within for increased plant productivity will continue to be a
the next century. This will presumably be used to modify major driver of research in plant biology during the
agricultural and forestry practices so that we obtain twenty-first century. Because as much as 40% of plant
maximum useful yield with minimal environmental impact. productivity is lost to pests and pathogens in Africa and
One of the exciting applications of advanced knowl- Asia, strategies to control these will be a continuing
edge of morphological development may be a funda- challenge. The recent progress made in understanding
mental understanding of what limits plant growth or the molecular basis of race specific pathogen interac-
yield. Elliot Meyerowitz (personal communication) has tions provides a new basis on which to try and develop
framed one aspect of the issue by noting that the coding durable forms of resistance. The fact that maize and
sequences of Arabidopsis and Brassica napus genes rice are not susceptible to powdery mildew, whereas
are about 85% identical at the nucleotide level, and the the closely related cereals such as wheat and barley
two species have very similar gross morphology, but B. are, implies that it should be possible to develop stable
napus can achieve a final body mass hundreds of times forms of resistance. Presumably by understanding the
of that of Arabidopsis. The cell sizes are similar, but in basis of ªnonhost resistanceº, it will be possible to intro-
B. napus, each organ has many more cells. Presumably duce this trait into crop species. The ability to engineer
plants resistant to bruchid beetles using an amylasethe mechanisms that determine the size of meristematic
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inhibitor (Shade et al., 1994) and the success in engi- invention of Southern blotting permitted the unambigu-
ous demonstration that TDNA was transferred fromneering the Bacillus thuringiensis toxin genes for expres-
sion in plants provide early examples of future mecha- Agrobacterium to plants. The isolation and characteriza-
tion of phytohormones coincided with the developmentnisms of insect control. The challenge will be to define
additional mechanisms that confer resistance. It seems of chromatography, mass spectrometry, and other ana-
lytical methods. Almost all biochemical work has beenlikely that screening programs for toxin proteins from
biological sources will provide additional proteins that greatly stimulated by the growth of companies that pro-
vide a wide range of chemicals and biochemicals. If theare toxic to insects. More importantly, perhaps, prog-
ress in designing proteins may permit the design of past is a useful predictor of the future, we may expect
that future progress in biology will have a similar depen-novel proteins that are specifically toxic to insects. In
addition, as our knowledge increases, it will be possible dency on instruments and methodological advances.
My second impression is that most of the problemsto move whole pathways for the synthesis of small mole-
cules such as insecticidal pyrethroids into plants. In that have been actively pursued during the century have
begun to yield during the last 15 or 20 years becauseprinciple, all of the diversity in nature can be brought to
bear on the problem. of the power of modern cell and molecular biology. There
are relatively few problems in mechanistic plant biologyAs our knowledge of basic mechanisms progresses,
it seems likely that we will increasingly use plants as for which I cannot envision a potentially productive ex-
perimental approach based on an application of thesources of polymers and chemicals. For instance, there
have already been preliminary studies of the feasibility current suite of tools. Problems that were completely
intractable 20 years ago are now seen as relativelyof using plants to produce plastics (Poirier et al., 1992),
and there is broad interest in using plants to produce straightforward. Although it seems possible or even
likely that our collective curiosity will eventually reachnovel materials such as synthetic silks and other poly-
mers. At present this technology is not commercially beyond the grasp of our current methods, the coming
decades promise to be a period of unusually rapid dis-feasible because of lack of knowledge of what controls
the flux of metabolites into the desired product. One of covery.
Finally, because of the high degree of sequence simi-the consequences of widespread use of gene chips is
that many straightforward questions about transcrip- larity between many plant genes and genes from other
organisms, there is now a common language that con-tional control will be addressed and more attention will
be devoted to understanding posttranscriptional control nects the study of plant biology to all other biology.
Thus, the amount of biological knowledge that may bemechanisms. There is little doubt that by 2030 we will
be able to produce large amounts of various compounds brought to bear on problems in plant biology is greatly
expanded compared to any time in the past. Althoughin plants, and plants will be replacing petroleum as
sources of high-value chemicals. I believe that increased many of the problems in plant cell and molecular biology
are not green copies of similar problems in animals orknowledge of the control of cell differentiation will permit
the design of plants with significantly altered properties fungi, many of the components of the underlying pro-
cesses are recognizably similar across species. Thus,that are better suited to our needs. For instance, at
present plant oil is produced from seeds. However, this knowledge of plant biology is poised to progress in
step with the great advances that will occur throughoutis not an ideal source of oil because most seeds also
contain a large amount of protein, which is energetically biology during the coming century.
expensive for plants to produce and has limited indus-
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